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GOUCHER IS ... 

A TIME TO REMEMBER 
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Photography is the art of imagery; personality 
reflects the imagination. In our years at Goucher 
we have been shown to use our imagination -
to grow - to reach out and grasp what we 
want. Throughout, we have had role models; 
those we admire and seek to imitate. They say 
imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. In the 
following sections, faculty and administration 
were asked to portray someone they respect or 
admire. They utilized costumes, gestures, props, 
etc. The results were interesting and diverse. Is 
this not Goucher? 
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RHODA M. DORSEY 
PRESIDENT 



I 

JAMES BILLET 
Dean and Vice-President 
Rembrandt Harmesz Van Rijh: 
"A man of few words." 

JULIE COLLER-ADAMS 
Dean of Students 
"All the women who have pioneered for 
women's rights." 
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MARYELLEN 
BOWDEN 

ASSIST ANT DEAN 
Bloody Mary: " She was a woman of action." 

GRETCHEN VAN UTT AND JOE MORTON 
DIRECTORS OF FIRST YEAR PROGRAM 



JANIS BOSTER 
Director of Admissions 

Goucher Guides: " Because they epitomize 
this institution." 

ANN BISGYER 
Coordinator of Housing 

It I 

-~OMISSIONS DEPARTMENT 
Pat Evering, Janet Mooney, Jean Schumann, Margaret 
Grandine, Suzanne Offit, Lolita Elverillo, Gail Solomon, 
Amy Shoup 

CAROL WEINBERG 
Director of Residential Living 

Pipi Longstocking: "She w as the first independent woman I 
know." 

Alan Aida: "For his creativity, versatility, integrity, compassion, 
and sense of humor." 
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JANE BOLLMAN 
Director of Financial Aid 

Charles Babbage: " He was one of the 
inventors of the computer and I could 
not live without my computer." 

MARTIN BERLINROOD 
Registrar 

joseph Heller: " For his clear description of Catch 22 and its 
multitude of administrative uses." 

BETTY J. SAPP 
Director of Campus Events 

Miss Piggy: " Such class and sophistication." 



AMELIA NACCARTO
COLEMAN 

Director of Health Services 

Pioneer Women: " Courage and 
determination." 

SHARON BEL -v~ 
Physician 
Assistant 

EDWARD DUGGAN 
Director of Career Development 

Benjamin Franklin: " Liberally educated, fully employed." 

DIANNE ALLEN 
Secretary 

JUDI KELLEY 
Licensed 
Practical Nurse 

HELEN COHEN 
Assistant Director Career Development 

People who take on commitments and do it well: "I am for
tunate to work with people who demonstrate this 
philosophy. '' 
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JUDITH PHAIR 
Director of Public Relations 

Margaret Sanger: " For her efforts to insure the rights of 
women to choose and of children to be wanted." 

BETTY KONDA Y AN 
Librarian 

Elizabeth Taylor: " She's warm, generous, and gifted." 

r . 

NANCY WAGNER 
Alumnae Director 

Mr. Clown: " Laughter is the key to life." 

DORIS LAWSON 
Manager of Bookstore 

Maurice Utrillo: " I love his work." 



LISA SCHULZ 
Director of Postal Service 

PATRICIA POWERS 
Director of Computer Center 

Ada Lovelace: "The first computer programmer." 

DORIS COX 
Director of Annual Giving 

Eleanor Roosevelt: "She was the first First LfldY to achieve suc
cess on her own." 

PATRICIA PURCELL 
Vice-Pres. for Development and Pub. Rei. 

Eddie Murray: " He keeps his mouth shut and does a superb 
job." 
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RICHARD MACINTYRE 
Physical Plant Director 

Walt Whitman: "I admire him for the way he portrays 
American Patriotism in his poetry. 

RICHARD PALMER 
Vice-President for Financial Affairs . 

Myself: "Insight into familiarity into the individual." 

JOSEPH BATES 
Comptroller 

President Reagan: " Return 'to financial security." 

MURLBOGGS 
Security and Building Maintenance Supervisor 



GOUCHER IS ... 

THE PEOPLE WHO TEACH US 
21 
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BIOLOGY 

WILLIAM JOHNSON 
Linnus Pauling: "A scientist with a con
scious, who combines brilliance and 
humor." 

HELEN HABERMANN JANET SHAMBAUGH 
Carl Sagan: "For bringing concepts of billions to millions." 



GEORGE DELAHUNTY 
Richard Pringle: "Because we look alike and no one can tell us 
apart." 

ANN LACY 
Eleanor Aquitaine 

NANCY FAIT 
Gregor Mandel : " Because of his in
telligence to ask the right questions and pa
tience to collect significant quantities of 
data." 
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BART HOUSEMAN 
Dean Billet: "It's a bird, it's a plane, no 
it's Dean Billet." 

HILDA FISHER 

CHEMISTRY 



JAMES WEBB 

/ 

I 

AL WALKER 

DAVE HORN 
NMR Spectrometer: " Because it 
contains beauty and truth." 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

CHRYSTELLE BOND 

BROWNLEE 
CORRIN 

jack Benny: "I think he is a master of 
communications timing, non verbal, 
and his appreciation and sense of 
humor." 

DANCE 

DIANE BAUMGARTNER 
"I don't admire people, I admire their traits: Living life fully with 
a positive, vivacious force." 

Twyla Tharp: "In doing what she believes in, she shows genius, 
talent, integrity, and determination." 



ECONOMICS 

BLANCHE FITZPATRICK 
Francis Perkins: "She gave me the idea that labor was a good 
field of work." 

YUSANG CHUNG 
The boy in the Sunshine mustard commercial: " I like him 
because he's cute." 

LYDIA THACKRA Y 
Vilfredo Pareto: " The elegance of Pareto efficiency." 

KATHERINE SHOULDICE 
Milton Friedman: " Free to choose." 
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EDUCATION 

Ell VELDER 
john Mortimer Stevens: "I was impress
ed with his analytical approach and high 
standards of scholarship." 

JANE MORRELL 
Robert McCloskey: " Great understanding of children, great 
appeal." 

ROLF MUUSS 
jean Piaget: " He has made a tremendous contribution to the 
understanding of children." 



ENGLISH 

LAUREL YNN KAPLAN 
james Joyce: " Silence, exile, cunning." 

.. , 

" 

BETTINA LEWIS WILLIAM HEDGES 
Eleanor Smeal: "For her dedicated campaign for the ERA." 
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ENGLISH 

ALMA NUGENT BROOKE PIERCE 
Walt Whitman: "A kelson of the creation is love." Dante: "Because of his clarity of vision and integrity." 

FRED WHITE 
Alexander Pope: " Life's a joke, and all things show it. I thought so once and, but now I know it." 
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HISTORY 

KENT LANCASTER 
Dolly Parton: " She's so up front about everything." 

' 1 .. -~"" 
JULIE JEFFREY 

t7 

Mysterious: " Because I know people need mental stimulation 
when looking at photographs." 

GEORGE FOOTE 
Julius Caesar: "He was the greatest Roman." 

JEAN BAKER 
Mary Todd Lincoln's husband, Abraham: "Humanity, gentility, 
and understanding of the American people." 
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MATHEMATICS -
COMPUTER SCIENCE 

ELAINE KOPPELMAN 
David Hilbert: "Great Mathematician." 

ROBERT LEW AND 
Lewis Carroll : "Mathematician, teacher, humorist, and lover of 
children." 



SUZANNE SANDS 
David Hilbert: "Because he has his own space." 

.. 
I 1 

~~l 

RAYMOND GEREMIA 
Santa Claus: " Because he knows if you've been bad or good. " 

BERNADETTE 
TUTINAS 
Walt Disney: " The master of 
make-believe." 
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MODERN LANGUAGES 

HENRIETTE LEANOS 
The Jugler: "Because I have many roles to juggle." 

WOLFGANG THORMANN 
Moliere: "He is my favorite French 
playwright." 

FREDERIC MUSSER 
Sherlock Holmes: "Because I am a devotee of detective stories 
and an occasional writer." 



SERGIO RIGOL 
My departed identical brother: " He was a distinctive 
intellectual." 

JANET DUDLEY-MILLOR 
Don Quijote: " Lo admiro por su idealismo, su optismo y su sen
tido de honor." 

LOIS DOOLEY 
Mrs. Billy Graham: " She is fulfilled through her husband and 
children." 

MARGARITA DIAZ 
Mahatma Gandhi: " Non-violence is the only form of force 
which can have a lasting effect on the life of society and man." 
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MODERN LANGUAGES 

SIBYLLE EHRLICH 
Picasso and Brecht: " They are gifted 
artists and both attacked the dictator
ships of their time." 

RUDY LENTULA Y 
Ivan the Terrible: " Because he was a good sadist. " 

• 

BOGDAN SAGA TOV 
Omar Shariff: " Whenever I'm wearing my mustache in say, 
Hollywood or Paris, people are always stopping me and asking 
for my autograph. I used to write Omar Shariff; now I simply 
write Dr. Zhivago." 



MUSIC 

ROBERT H. LEWIS LEE MITCHELL 

T AINA KAT AJA-URREY GEORGE WOODHEAD 
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PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 

JOE MORTON 
Socrates: "The examined life is delightful." 

JOHN CHAMBERLAIN 
The Reverand Doctor Martin Luther King, Jr. : " He represents 
Christianity in the world in· a way so much more important to 
me that mere abstract theology." 

ANDREA KING 
Woody Allen. " He's more neurotic than I am." 

GRETCHEN VAN UTT 
Rosa Parks: " She knew her place." 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

LUCINDA PEAKE 
Ann and Nancy Wilson: "Heart, they are my alter ego." 

SALLY BAUM 
"I admire the active and vigorous person, 
they're not sedentary." 

BARBARA WATSON REAGLE 
Carol Burnett: "She faces life with humor and sincerity." 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

ANNA NICHOLS 
Snoopy: " Because he knows who he is and he's got his act 
together." 

LORENA RUSSELL JOANNE HENRY 
My freechild: " He keeps me laughing." My dog Tawny: "Cause she likes me." 

JOSEPHINE FISKE 
Myself: " I like myself." 

JANET McBRIEN 
Bengt Ljungouist: " He was six times 
dressage champion of Sweden." 



ROBERT DOOLEY 
Einstein: "Accomplishments in Physics." 

PHYSICS 

ROBERT LEHMAN 
Isaac Newton: "He tried to understand 
the universe." 

BARBARA BECKER 
Henriette Hutwitt: "She was a good astronomer." 
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 

JEROME 
COOPERMAN 

JOE HAGAN 
Allyson and Becca Hagan: "Admiration, 
they've been through a lot." 



MARIANNE ALEXANDER 
Susan B. Anthony: "She fought for the rights of women to 
vote." 

Kennedy 

MARIANNE GITHENS 
Constance Gerbooth Markovicz: "Strong Nationalists support 
for Irish women and education for young people." 

¢ 

Sugar Ray! 

MARC LEVINE 
Bobby Kennedy and Sugar Ray Leonard: 
"Commitment to the underprivileged 
and Kennedy's belief that idealistic peo
ple can change the world." 
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PSYCHOLOGY 

RICHARD PRINGLE 
Max Levine: "A gentleman, an athlete, and a scholar." 

../" 

JEAN BRADFORD 
Anais Nin: "The only abnormality is the inability to love." 

BERNADETTE MARRIOTT 
Konrad Lorenz: "His famous work on imprinting and 
developmental behavior in waterfowl and other animals laid 
the foundation for modern studies in ethology." 

BARBARA LONG 
Margaret Mead: "I think she is great." 

SUSAN COWLES 
Ruth C. Wylie: "The detail and complexity of her attempts to 
organize and explain behavior." 



SOCIOLOGY 

JOAN BURTON 
"Ordinary people who survive on a day-to-day basis." 

VERNIE DAVIS 
Mahatma Gandhi: "For his contribution to world peace 
through his understanding that means and ends cannot be 
separated." 

STEPHEN BUFF 
C. Wright Mills: " Father of all committed Americans in 
sociology." 

VIRGINIA DERSCH 
My parents, Marie and Ray )ones: "Because they never told me 
that women are supposed to be the weaker sex." 
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THEATER 

JEAN WILHELM 
The Chinese Goddess of Light: " I thought it would be fun 
to be lit up." 

BARRY KNOWER 
Madame X: "Desire." 



VISUAL ARTS 

;·I 

EDWARD WORTECK DAVIDA KOUNER 
"George Ohr: "He was way before his time and mad." 

LINCOLN JOHNSON DOROTHY McGAHEE 
Picasso: "The best teacher a man ever had." Mystery: "I don't want to define one person." 

47 
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November 10, 1981 

Dear Graduating Senior, 

When you receive this yearbook, your stay at Goucher .will nearly be at 
an end and you will be moving into a new pattern of living, working 
and learning. I hope that the Goucher experience has strengthened 
your ability to make this move with confidence and success. 

Change within yourself and within ihe 1,10rld around you will be a 
constant factor in your future just as it has been a part of your 
life here. At Goucher you have been part of an institution adapting 
itself to changing needs, interests and conditions . You have helped 
consider and then adopt new majors and a ne\" core curriculum. You 
have worked to make the Resident Assistant program a success and you 
have enriched the life of the Coll~ge community - publishing the 
magazines and paper, playing the varsity and intramural games, 
organizing two outstanding GIG's, helping with Admissions and the 
Capital Campaign, planning the parties and the film series and the 
coffee houses. 

We hope that your interest in Goucher will continue for we shall 
need your help in the years ahead. You leave fast friends and 
colleagues in the faculty and staff here who will be waiting to 
hear of your future activities. 

With all best wishes , 

Rhoda M. Dorsey 
President 

GOlJCI-f.R 
COLLEGE 

Towson, Md 21204 
301 -825-3300 



Ana Isabel Alfaro-Correa 
Alajuela, Costa Rica 

Sociology 

"Women comprise one half of mankind; let us create a whole 
humankind by promoting changes in social attitudes towards 
women. We owe it to ourselves and to 'the other half.'" 

Wendy Abrams 
Demarest, New Jersey 
Sociology 

"My heart and mind are forever . . . you too D. jones . .. long 
chats, warm smiles, crazy moments, a mess of a room, and 
screams of laughter ... that is alii wish to remember." 

Susan Marie Agent 
Wilmington, Delaware 

English 

"Veni, Vedi, Vici" (I came, I saw, I conquered) - julius Caesar 
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Lois Rosemary Amsel 
Westminster, Maryland 
French/Political Science 

"I still believe, in spite of everything, that people are really 
good at heart." - Anne Frank 

Jennifer Ansley 
Severna Park, Maryland 

International Relations/Spanish 

"ilo he comprendido al fin : Oigo un canto; veo una flor: Oh, 
que jamas se marchiten!" - Nezahualcoyotl 

Regina Alison Antunes 
Timonium, Maryland 

Psychology 

"Hence nothing better has ever been known than that all that 
is hard is done alone." - Hesse "Let the music be your Master, 
won't you heed that Master's call." 



Alyson Leigh Bailey 
Wickford, Rhode Island 

Elementary /Special Education 

"Who, who, who are you? And if you are who said so? Who 
can it be? It's only me. I'm dancing in the meadow." - M . 
Murphy 

Anna Arciuolo 
Brooklyn, New York 
Russian 

Deborah Adele Auerbach 
i Scarsdale, New York 

Graphic Design 

" I've discovered. All the world is a honey-jar. And Oh dear! Oh 
dear! I think I think I'm going to have a very sticky paw." -
Pooh Bear 
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Roberta J. Bailey 
Harwinton, Connecticut 

International Relations 

" Equal rights means equal responsibilities." 

Susan M. Baker 
Reading, Pennsylvania 

Economics 

"I will say more for the ability to deal with people than any 
other ability under the sun." - John D. Rockerfeller 

Cynthia Baltazar 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Elementary Education/ Spanish 

" Lust! .. . I am not promiscuous, you know. Promiscuity implies 
that attraction is not necessary." - Tallulah Bankhead " You 
can't hoot with the owls at night and fly with eagles in the 
morning." - Mom 



Julia K. Best 
Huntington Station, New York 

Biology 
"Trust in God but tie your camel." - Persian Proverb 

Pam Barton 
Taylor, Pennsylvania 
Biology /Sociology 

"If you wake up and don't want to smile, If it takes just a little 
while, open your eyes and look at the day, you'll see things in a 
different way." - Fleetwood Mac 

Martha Joan Bernholz 
Huntington, New York 

Art 
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Laura Bliss 
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 

Biology 

"I am. And I am going to be! iMas vale tarde que nunca!" 

Shotsie Bissell 
Titusville, New Jersey 

Sociology 

"Would you tell me please which way I ought to go from 
here?" asked Alice. "I don't much care where as long as I get 
somewhere." "Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat "if 
you only walk long enough." 

Evelyn Carol Booth 
Guilford, Connecticut 
German Area Studies 

" But if the while I think on thee, dear friends, All losses are 
restored and sorrows end." 



Margaret Jane Brewer 
Pennington, New Jersey 
Psychology /Sociology 

"If the good times are all gone, then I'm bound for movin on. 
I'll look for you if I'm ever back this way." - lan Tyson 

Tammy Anne Bouchard 
East Hartford, Connecticut 
Dance Therapy 

"What you are is God's gift to you. What you make of your 
self is your gift to God." 

Gretchen Brehm 
Scarsdale, New York 

Visual Arts 

"Don't settle for imitations when the original is obtainable." -
RGT 
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Brenda Anne Caggiano 
Communication 

Springfield, Virginia 

" We are all mirrors unto one another. Look into me and you 
will find something of yourself, as I will of you. " 

Christine Calve 
Darien, Connecticut 

Economics/ International Relations 

Judith Carpenter 
Bel Air, Maryland 

Chemistry 



Lynne Roebuck Colinan 
Lincoln, Rhode Island 

Sociology 

" Movin right along in search of good times and good news 
With good friends you can't lose." - Jim Henson 

Karen D. Cherness 
Santa Barbara, California 
Economics/ Business and Finance 

" A man who is no longer anxious to do better than well, is 
done for ." 

Stephanie Chetsas 
Newburyport, Massachusetts 

Theatre/ Psychology 

" Love when you can, cry when you have to, be who you 
must, it's a part of the plan. Call me a rebel, call me what you 
will, say I'm old fashioned say I'm over the hill . Today's music 
ain't got the same soul, I like that old time rock n' roll. " 
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Diane Renee Conway 
Lutherville, Maryland 

Economics/ French 

"L' amitie est bon marcne: On paye le prix des rires, des larmes, 
des confidences, des decouvertes; ... Et sa valeur rencherit a 
travers les anneees .. . " - Mile le Semestre 

Marie Fischer Cooke 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Historic Preservation 

"Do you believe in God? he asked. "And if so, what do you 
think He weighs?" - Woody Allen 

Carol A. Cusick 
Swansea, Massachusetts 

International Relations/ French 

"It is not your duty to finish the work, but neither are you fre 
to desist from it." - Ethics of the Fathers 



Sharon F aithe Daigle 
Vernon, Connecticut 
Economics/Finance 

"We should consider every day lost on which we have not 
danced at least once." 

Victoria Susan Cooper 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
International Relations 

"I want to learn what life is for 
I don't want much, I just want more 
Ask what I want and I will sing 
I want everything." - Rupert Holmes and Paul Williams 

Corinna Czekaj 
Mt. Pleasant, Pennsylvania 

Chemistry 

"The only way to discover the limits of the possible is to go 
beyond them into the impossible." - Clarke's Second Law 
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Lisa Ann DeJoseph 
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 

Sociology 

"If you do not understand my silence, you will not understand 
my words." "Shall we make a new rule of life from tonight: 
always to try to be a little kinder than is necessary." 

Wanda Yvette Dennis 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Economics 

"Social psychologists have shown experimentally that the 
greater the uncertainty and the fewer the objective criteria the 
more we measure reality against opinions of others." 

Anne DeSeta 
Lynbrook, New York 

Political Science 

" Laugh at all you trembled at before." - William Cowper 



Donna Robbin Dinkin 
Hudson, Massachusetts 

Biology 

I am becoming still more independent, young as I am .. . Let 
1e be myself and then I am satisfied. I know that I'm a woman, 
woman with inward strength and plenty of courage." -

.nne Frank 

Caroline L. Dick 
Seattle, Washington 
International Relations/French 

"For instinct tell us the duty to be done, and intelligence pro
vides us with the excuse for evading it." - Proust 

Andrea Karen Dickman 
Tenafly, New jersey 

Political Science 

" W e'll take the best, Forget the rest, and someday we'll find 
these were the best of times ... " 
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Anne C. Dimoff 
Brooklyn Heights, New York 

Art History 

" II n' importe qu'on vive, mais comment . .. " (It matters not 
that we live, but how.) 

Batul Djawdan 
Esfahan, Iran 

Sociology I Anthropology 

"When I study other cultures, I am enabled to some extent to 
go beyond my own finite view. I get a different glimpse of 
reality, from a different starting point." - Dorothy Lee 

Pamela Deirdre Doll 
Brant Beach, New Jersey 

Economics 

" You are what you choose to be, It's whatever it is you se 
that life will become." - Jackson Browne 



Cecilia Dugger 
Springfield Gardens, New York 
International Relations/Spanish 

"Don't worry about me. I know all will go well. My love is 
strong, my family is there and I have the best of friends." 

Carol Dorsey 
Baltimore, Maryland 
English 

Amy Irene Doudiken 
Timonium, Maryland 

Visual Arts 

"There are three things that remain - faith, hope, and love -
and the greatest of these is love." - I Corinthians 13:13 
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Paula A. Dunn 
Riverside, Rhode Island 

Biology 

" Procrastination is the sign of a confused genius." " Being a 
phantom means never having to say you're sorry!" 

Antoinette Duren 
Baltimore, Maryland 

International Relations/Spanish 

" As long as you try, you will never have to say, 'I wonder if or I 
wish I had' ." 

Linda Elizabeth Emmerich 
Ellicott City, Maryland 

Sociology 

" . . . Maybe tomorrow I'll find my way to the land where thE 
honey runs in rivers each day And the sweet tasting good life i~ 

so easily found Way over yonder - that's where I'm bound." 
-Carol King 



Michele Faraone 
Catonsville, Maryland 

Communication 

"Wise sayings may free on barren ground, but a kind word is 
never thrown away." 

Lauren Esakoff 
Roosevelt, New jersey 
Sociology 

"It's so easy to slip, it's so easy to fall, and let your memory drift 
and do nothing at all ." - Lowell George 

Carolyn Davidson Fa it 
Towson, Maryland 

Biology 

"Be not afraid of life. Believe that life is worth living, and your 
belief will help create the fact ." - William james "Physiological 
experiment on animals is justifiable for real investigation, but 
not for mere damnable and detestable curiosity." - Charles 
Darwin 
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Ruth Ann Andrea Fedorchuk 
Windham, New Hampshire 

Psychology 

"You give but little when you give of your possessions. It is 
when you give of yourself that you truly give. And therefore 
those who give and know not pain in giving nor do they seek 
joy, nor give with mindfulness of virtue." - Kahlil Gibran 

Susan Marie Flaherty 
Wellesley, Massachusetts 

English 

"Live the questions now. Perhaps you will then gradually 
without noticing it, live along some distant day into the 
answers." - Rainer Maria Rilke 

Terry Fox 
Silver Spring, Maryland 

Chemistry 

"Feed the lamp with oil and let it not dim, and place it by you 
so you can read with tears what Your life with me has writter 
upon your face. Bring Autumn wine. Let us drink and sing th« 
Song of remembrance . .. " Kahlil Gibran 



Diane Patricia Gabriel 
Teaneck, New jersey 

Economics 

"Wishing will not bring success, but planning, persistence, and 
a burning desire will. There is a gold mine within you from 
which you can extract all the necessary ingredients. Success is 
an attitude ... " 

Ellen Marie Franz 
Perry Hall, Maryland 
Chemistry 

" If you can measure that of which you speak, and can express 
it by a number, you know something of your subject; but if 
you cannot measure it, your knowledge Is meager and un
satisfactory." - Lord Kelvin 

Terrie Free 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Psychology / Sociology 
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Ellen Elizabeth Galluccio 
Glen Cove, New York 

Political Science 

"Always I want to be an observer. I want to be affected by life 
deeply, but never so blinded that I cannot see my share of ex
istence in a wry, humorous light and mock myself as I mock 
others." 

Lisa Garufi 
Monrovia, Liberia 

Economics 

"I know it's crazy but it's true . .. " - Christopher Cross 

Lisa Jane Gefen 
Rockville, Maryland 

Political Science/Communications 

"Success is failure turned inside out." " It's this simple: If I never 
try anything, I never learn anything. If I never take a risk, I stay 
where I am." - Hugh Prather 



Molly E. Gilmore 
Santa Barbara, California 

International Relations/ Economics 

Cynthia Gibb 
Oakland, New Jersey 
Biology 

" Let us learn to dream, and then perhaps we shall learn the 
truth." - Talil Fefa 

Carolyn Kaye Gibson 
Bel Air, Maryland 

Psychology I Music Performance 

"You never really leave a place you love, part of it you take 
with you, leaving a part of you behind." - unknown 
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Anita Ginyard 
Wheaton, Maryland 

Psychology /Sociology 
"Don't be dismayed at goodbyes. A farewell is necessary 
before you can meet again. And meeting again, after moments 
or lifetimes is certain for those who are friends." - Richard 
Bach 

Alison Goldman 
Woodmere, New York 

Communications/ Sociology 

"Our todays and yesterdays are the blocks with which we 
build." - Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

Elizabeth Holmes Green 
Rochester, New York 

Religion/ Music 

"I thank you for the music and your stories of the road. I thank 
you for the freedom when it came my time to go. I thank you 
for the kindness and the times when you got tough. And . .. I 
don't think I said, " I love you" near enough." - Dan Fogelberg 



Soyun Han 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Chemistry 

"Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness; then 
all the things shall be added unto you." - Matthew 6:33 

Hilary V. Greene 
Larchmont, New York 
English 

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters 
compared to what lies within us." - Emerson 

Margaret Ellen Grun 
Warrington, Pennsylvania 
American History /French 

"A ship in a harbor is safe; but that's not what ships are built 
for." 
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Jane Handelsman 
Crofton, Maryland 

Education/Psychology 

"Let the disappointments pass Let the laughter fill your glass 
Whatever you might hope to find among the thoughts that 
crowd your mind there won't be many that ever really matter" 
- Jackson Browne 

Elizabeth Anne Hannold 
Snow Hill, Maryland 

History /History Preservation 

Holly Elizabeth Hannon 
Portsmouth, Rhode Island 

Communications 

"I want to learn what life is for . I don't want much, I just wan 
more. Ask what I want and I will sing. I want everything 
everything. " - Paul Williams 



Suzanne Marie Haynes 
Montclair, New jersey 

Political Science 

"The reward of a thing well done is to have done it." -
Thoreau "You ain't seen the best of me yet!" - Fame 

Laurie J. Hanson 
Mentor, Ohio 
International Relations 

"Why, then the world's mine oyster, which I with sword will 
open." - William Shakespeare 

Valerye Kirsten Hawkins 
Houston, Texas 

Russian/International Relations 

"The time for a woman to start fighting is before she gives it all 
up - fighting for the right to herself, her pride, her body, her 
time." -Medea and Thompson 
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Susan Jean Henley 
Buffalo, New York 

Biology 

"To have a mother who loves you for living independent is to 
have a mother who fosters rebellion in your heart and revolu
tion in your bones." - jody Chicago Thanks, mom! 

Susan Lynn Hobbs 
Dundalk, Maryland 

Chemistry 

" .. . We rejoice in our sufferings knowing that suffering pro
duces endurance, and endurance produces character, and 
character produces hope, and hope does not disappoint us 
... " - Romans 5:3 

Jacqueline Joyce Hoffstein 
Rockaway Beach, New York 

Biology / Ecology 

"Ad infinitum - to which; without end. So, naturalists observ1 
a flea has smaller fleas that on him prey; and these have small~ 
still that bite 'em, and proceed 'ad infinitum' ." - Swift 



Lori Grace Huffstutler 
Dallas, Texas 

French 

" ... the ability to turn fouette' s is not the criterion ... the really 
necessary qualities of lyric intensity and dramatic power are 
rarely found ... " - Clement Crisp 

Dorothy Elizabeth Hopkins 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Elementary Education 

"The greatest thing in the world is to know how to be suffi
cient unto oneself." - Montaigne 

Stephanie Hudner 
Newton, Massachusetts 

Art History 

"When I see a tree I get a shock as if it were something alive 
with a voice of its own. But of course - it's a tree,something 
human." - ). Miro 
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Deborah Lee Huggins 
Basking Ridge, New Jersey 

Biology 

Kathleen Magdalene Hulse 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Psychology 
"Make sure that what you do with your life is how you want to 
spend your life, and that in the long run someone will be better 
off for it .. . " 

Cora Sue Humberson 
Friendsville, Maryland 

Biology 
"Older than I once was, Younger than I've been." - Pau 
Simon 



Christina Michele Johnson 
New York, New York 

English/Theatre 

"Life is no brief candle to me. It is a sort of splendid torch wliich 
I have got hold of for the moment, and I want to make it burn 
as brightly as possible before handing it on to future genera
tions." - George Bernard Shaw 

Carolyn Mitsuko Ishii 
Glen Rock, New Jersey 
Elementary Education 

" For I know the plans I have for you," declared the Lord, 
"plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you 
hope and a future." - jeremiah 29:11 

Marcia Ann Jacobowitz 
Walden, New York 

Political Science 

"All the way to Baltimore, you gotta love me now, give it to me 
gently, feets don't fail me now." - Lowell George 
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Stephanie A. Johnson 
Columbia, Maryland 

Economics 

" How do I say goodbye to what we had? The good times that 
made us laugh outweigh the bad. I thought we'd last forever, 
but forever has blown away. It's so hard to say goodbye to 
yesterday." - theme from Cooley High 

Jacquelyn Anne Jones 
Millersville, Maryland 

Religion 

"The sin that damns is hypocrisy, not atheism . . . " - Alex
ander Miller 

Nuchanart Kanchanachaya 
Thailand 

Mathematics/ Computer Science 



Felicia Kinstlinger 
Scarsdale, New York 

Political Science/Sociology 

Faith Loughran Kelly 
Medfield, Massachusetts 
Creative Arts/ Writing/ Visual Arts 

"Soon we'll be out, amid the cold world's strife. Soon we'll be 
sliding down the razor blade of life. But as we go our sordid 
separate ways we shall ne'er forget thee, thou golden college 
days." - Tom Lehrer 

Loretta Ann Kenyon 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 

Economics/ German Area Studies 

"The time is gone the song is over, thought I'd have something 
more to say ... " - Pink Floyd 
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Unsil Ko 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Biology / Chemistry 

"And we shall be made truly wise if we be made content; and 
content, too, not only with what we can understand, but con
tent with what we do not understand - the habit of mind 
which theologians call - and rightly - faith in God." -
Charles Kingsley 

\ I 
Linda Marie Kooyman 

Knoxville, Tennessee 
Computer Science 

Melany C. Kounas 
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 

French/ Spanish 

" Le sage a deux langues, 
l'une pour dire 
Ia verite. 
L' autre pour dire 
cequi est opportun 
- Zunpides 



Betty Laibstain 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Political Science 

" The human race has only one effective weapon, and that is 
laughter." - Mark Twain 

Pamala Christine Kreitz 
Lake Stockholm, New jersey 
Mathematics/ Russian 

" To try when there is little hope is to risk failure, Not to try at all 
is to guarantee it." - SIW 

Lisa Maria Kuntashian 
Yonkers, New York 

Economics 
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Beth Ann Lamoreaux 
Miami, Florida 

International Relations/French 

" Every individual has a place to fill in the world, and is impor
tant in some respect, whether he chooses to be so or not. " -
Hawthorne 

Deborah Ann Lee 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Psychology 

" Try not, do!" - Yoda 

Jennifer Lynn Lennartson . 
Upper St. Clair, Pennsylvania 

Chemistry 

" Have fun! - it's later than you think!" 



,, 
•' . ' 

Penelope Ann Long 
Timonium, Maryland 

Economics 

"Life is like an ice cream cone, you have to lick it." 

Sharon Amy Levinsohn 
Tenafly, New Jersey 
Creative Arts 

" ... whatever your labors and aspirations in the noisy confu
sion of life keep peace with your soul. W ith all it 's sham, 
drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a beautiful world. Be 
cheerful. Strive to be happy." - Desiderata 

Laurie Loiacono 
Harrison, New York 

Biology 
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Cindy Lucas 
Riverside, Connecticut 

Chemistry 

Susan Marie Luckfield 
Peekskill, New York 

History 

"The mystery of life is not a problem to be solved, it is a reality 
to be experienced." - CB 16/ 6/ 81 

Tracy Allison Lustig 
Norfolk, Virginia 

Sociology 



Adrienne Marshall 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Psychology 

"Don't be dismayed at goodbyes. A farewell is necessaty 
before you can meet again. And meeting again, after moments 
or lifetimes is certain for those who are friends." 

Rita MacNeish 
Randallstown, Maryland 
Historic Preservation 

Kathy Marlin 
Plainview, New York 

Political Science/ Economics 

"Self reverence, self knowledge, self control. These three 
alone lead life to sovereign power." - Tennyson 
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Amy Kathleen Marshall 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Economics 

" All the world's a stage and all the men and women merely 
players. They have their exits and their entrances, and one man 
in his time plays many parts." - William Shakespeare 

Faye Lynn Marshall 
Lexington Massachusetts 

Sociology 

"Better to be thought a fool than to speak and remove all 
doubt." 

Rebecca Holly Marshall 
Milford, Delaware 

Chemistry 

"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it 
you can become it." - William Arthur Ward 



Jean Marie Martowska 
Norwood, Massachusetts 

Chemistry 

Lisa Marselle 
Hyattsville, Maryland 
Biology 

"It is better to take a chance in life to win a victory or suffer 
defeat. Even though scarred by failure. Then it is to live in the 
shadow of life as some never knowing a victory or defeat 
because they have not the guts to try either" - Evel Knievel 

Deborah Lynn Martin 
Northport, New York 

Biology 

" Parting and forgetting? what faithful heart can do these? our 
great thoughts, our great affections, the truths of our life never 
leave us." - William Makepeace Thackeray 
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Pamela Ann Mauriello 
lindenwold, New Jersey 

Spanish/Secondary Education 

Heather Jae May 
Orangeburg, New York 
Elementary Education 

"Happy are those who dream dreams and are ready to pay the 
price to make them come true." - L. J. Cardinal Stevens 

Joan Marie McDonnell 
Estell Manor, New Jersey 

Economics 

"If you really love something badly enough you've got to let 1 

go free, and if it comes back to you, it's really yours, if 
doesn't you never had it anyway." 



Deborah Ann McKeever 
Lawrenceville, New jersey 

Biology 

"Two roads diverge in a wood, and I - I took the one less 
traveled by, And that has made all the difference." - Robert 
Frost 

Heather Sanders McHugh 
Alexandria, Virginia 
International Relations 

"Moving right along in search of good times and good news, 
with good friends you can't lose, this could become a habit! 
Opportunity knocks once, let's reach out and grab it, together 
we'll nab it!" - Kermit and Fozzie 

Elizabeth McKee 
Shelter Island, New York 

American Studies 

"Our world has changed. It's no longer a question of 'does she 
or doesn't she?' We all know she wants to, is about to, or 
does." - J 
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Laurie McKinnon 
Columbia, Maryland 

Economics 

"God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot 
change, the courage to change the things I can, and the 
wisdom to know the difference." 

Maureen E. Mclaughlin 
Jersey City, New Jersey 

Political Science/ Public Affairs 

"The important thing is to know when to laugh, or since 
laughing is somewhat undignified, to smile." - Roderic Owen 
"Festina Lente" 

Leslie Ann Miller 
Selma, Alabama 

Chemistry 
" A creative mind is rarely tidy ... " 



Lynette Margaret Mock 
Rocky River, Ohio 

Economics 

" If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; 
that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under 
them." - Thoreau 

Molly Miller 
Prairie Village, Kansas 
Education 

"You out on the road must have a code that you can live by 
and so become yourself because the past is just a good-bye. 
Teach your children well, their fathers' hell did slowly go by 
and feed them on your dreams. The one they pick's the one 
you'll know by. " - Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young 

Ruth R. Minetto 
Lisbon, Portugal 

Communications/ Economics 

" Here's to good friends, tonight is kinda special . . . " " Life is 
comic to those who think, tragic to those who feel." - Horace 
Walpole 
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Joan Monte 
Westfield, New Jersey 

Music Theory and Performance 

"We never do anything well until we cease to think about the 
manner of doing it." - William Haztill "A talent is formed in 
stillness, a character in the world's torrent." - Goethe 

Kim Antoinette Mooring 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Special Education 

"Children are our greatest hopes for a wonderful future. Their 
teachers are our children's light. Through our children we may 
see whatever we want to see. But only after their teachers 
have made the way." 

Arlene Joan Morales 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mathematics 

"As you put your hand in the flowing river, you touch the er 
of what has been and the beginning of what is to come .. . " 
Leonardo de Vinci 



Lizbeth Patricia Niezen 
Lima, Peru 

Communications 

" ... Man struggles to find life outside himself, unaware that the 
life he is seeking is within him .. . " - Kahlil Gibran 

Jennifer Anne Nagel 
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 
Psychology / Theatre Arts 

" The web of our life is of a mingled yarn, good and ill together: 
our virtues would be proud if our faults whipped them not; 
and our crimes would despair if they were not cherished by 
our virtues." - Shakespeare 

Rita Nido 
johnstown, Pennsylvania 

Biology 
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Theresa B. Norris 
Holmdel, New Jersey 

Political Science 

"My friends, we have spent many wonderful times together. 
For this thank you. Keep in touch and best of luck." 

Melanie C. Octeau 
johnston, Rhode Island 
Elementary Education 

"Don't be dismayed at goodbyes. A farewell is necessary 
before you can meet again. And meeting again, after moments 
or lifetimes is certain for those who are friends. " - Richard 
Bach 

Lisa Claire Oleson 
Bilbao, Spain 

Elementary Education/ Special Education 

" . .. So don't ask where I'm going, But listen when I'm gar 
And far away you' ll hear me singing softly to the dawn; ... I\ 
got to be where my spirit can run free Got to find my corner 1 

the sky. " - Pippin 



Mary Patricia Padgett 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Chemistry 

Anne Oreskovich 
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania 
International Relations/German Area Studies 

"If to look truth in the face and not resent it when it's un
palatable and take human nature as you find it, is to be cynical, 
then I suppose I'm a cynic." - W . Somerset Maugham 

Patricia Lynn Osenbaugh 
Houston, Texas 

International Relations 

"Being a phantom means never having to say you're sorry." 
"She has achieved success who has lived well, laughed often 
and loved much." 
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Chun Ju Pak 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Chemistry 

" Men exist for the sake of one another. Teach them, then, or 
bear with them." - Marcus Aurelius 

Marcia Valerie Pancer 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Political Science 

"If you have something, set it free. If it comes back to you, it is 
yours. If it doesn' t, it never was." 

Linda Jean Perry 
New Canaan, Connecticut 

Political Science 

"A man who can laugh if only at himself is never real 
miserable." - H. L. Mencken 



Margaret Ann Pianpiano 
Chappaqua, New York 

Political Science 
"The forces that affect our lives, the influences that mold and 
shape us, are often like whispers in a distant room, teasingly in
distinct, apprehended only with difficulty." - Charles Dickens 

A vilda Gay Peters 
Bristol, Virginia 
Dance Therapy 
"The especial genius of women I believe to be electrical in 
movement, intuitive in function, spiritual in tendency." -
Margaret Fuller 

Stacy Elizabeth Petrolias 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 

Political Science 

"All that you dream comes through shining silver lining 
And the clouds, clouds change the scene 
Rain starts washing all these cautions 
Right into your life, make you realize just what is true 
What else can I do? just follow the rule 
Keep your eyes on the road that's ahead of you" - Paul 
Barrere 
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Karen Rachel Pravlik 
Annapolis, Maryland 

Biology 

"You would know in words that which you have always 
known in thought - You would touch with your fingers, the 
naked body of your dreams." - Kahlil Gibran 

Elena Maria Prezioso 
Towson, Maryland 

Chemistry 

"Knowledge is proud that he knows so much; wisdom is hum
ble that he knows much more." 
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Anne Elaine Raabe 
Manhasset, New York 

Sociology 

" The talent of success is nothing more than doing what y01 
can do well; and doing well whatever you can do, without 
thought of fame." - Longfellow 



Victoria Rhodes 
York, Pennsylvania 

Psychology 

"There is no reality except the one contained within us. That is 
why so many people live such an unreal life. They take the im
ages outside them for reality and never allow the world within 
to assert itself." - Herman Hesse 

Anne Kathryn Reed 
Geneva, New York 
English/French 

"The earth is all before me. With a heart joyous, nor scared at 
its own liberty. I look about; and should the chosen guide Be 
nothing better than a wandering cloud, I cannot miss my way." 
-Wordsworth 

Sylvia Denise Reid 
New Milford, Connecticut 

Pre-Legal Studies/ Political Science 

"All prejudice is evil, but the prejudice that rejects a man 
because of the color of his skin is the most despicable expres
sion of man's inhumanity to man." - Martin Luther King 
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Cori Rich 

Houston, Texas 
Economics 

"Be young, be foolish, and be happy." - The Tams 

Barbara Richman 
East Islip, New York 

Political Science/Pre-Legal Studies 

"Half the excitement lies in the challenge ... " 
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Isabel Mary Roberts 
New London, Connecticut 

Music 

"Use what talents you possess: the woods would be very siler 
if no birds sang there except those that sang best." - Henr 
Van Dyke 



Amy Kristine Roesler 
Acton, Massachusetts 

Psychology 
"Follow that will and that way which experience confirms to be 
your own." - Carl lung "In goes the wine, out comes the 
truth." - English Proverb 

Jennifer Louise Rochlin 
Accokeek, Maryland 
Mathematics 

"Time made me bolder, even children get older, well I'm get
ting older too .. . " - Fleetwood Mac 

Sandra Rodriguez 
Baltimore, Maryland 

International Relations/ Spanish 
"En este mundo traidor Nada es verdad Ni es mentira todo es 
segun el color del crista! con que se mira." - Ramon De 
Campoamor 
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Claudia Jean Schaedel 
Columbia, Maryland 

Sociology 

"Give what you have to someone, it may be better than you 
dare to think." - Henry Wadsworth Longfellow " The great 
use of life is to spend it for something that outlasts it." 
William James 

Sarah Scott 
Arlington, Virginia 

Philosophy 

" I struck the board, and cried, 'No more I will abroad! What, 
shall and forever sign and pine? My lines and life are free, free 
as the road, Loose as the wind, and large as store!" - George 
Herbert 
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Sheri Beth Scott 
Williamsburg, Virginia 

Political Science 

" Risk! Risk anything! Care no more for the opinions of other 
for those voices. Do the hardest thing on earth for you. Act f4 
yourself." - Katherine Mansfield 



Leslie Shiro 
Waterville, Maine 

Sociology 

"Education is a social process . . . education is growth . .. 
education is preparation for life; education is life itself." - John 
Dewey 

Teresa Ann Scott 
Boulder, Colorado 
International Relations 

"Wealthy the spirit that knows its own flight. Stealthy the 
hunter who slays her own fright. Blessed the traveler who 
journeys the length of the light." - Dan Fogelberg 

Jennipher Nan Segal 
Glenside, Pennsylvania 

Communications 

"Man cannot discover new unknown oceans until he has the 
courage to lose sight of the shore." "I'd rather be the best I can 
be than a copy of somebody else." 
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Lisa Sinsel 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Biology 

"I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me." -
Philippians 4:13 

C. Burchell Sise 
Hamden, Connecticut 

Psychology / Women's Studies 

"But what we think is less than what we know; what we know 
is less than what we love; what we love is so much less than 
what there is. And to that precise extent we are so much less 
than what we are." - R. D. Laing 
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Lisa Jane Skaggs 
Stamford, Connecticut 

Biology 

" Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does nc 
boast, it is not proud. It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, is it nc 
easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs." - I Corinthiar 
13:4-5 



Drayton Nance Smithwick 
Greensboro, North Carolina 

Economics 

" It's turned my hair three shades of gray. With all the work 
(and a little play!) But I finally got the chance to say - thank 
you so much Sal and Big A. - " DNS 

Gail Denise Smith 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Psychology 

"True happiness consists not in the multitude of friends, but in 
their worth and value." - Ben johnson 

Victoria Ninon Olivia Smith 
Morris, New York 

Biology 
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Stephanie Hadley Spalt 
Ellicott City, Maryland 

Political Science 

" I shall be telling this with a sigh somewhere ages and ages 
hence: Two roads diverged in a wood, and I - I took the one 
less traveled by, And that has made all the difference." 
Robert Frost 

Margaret Squicciarini 
Blue Point, New York 

Political Science 

"Courage mounteth with occasion." - William Shakespeare 
"Take it easy, take it as it comes; specialize in having fun." -
Jim Morrison 
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Catherine E. Stader 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 

Economics 

"Meanwhile, for now, this must suffice: that murder and resur 
rection are the levers of change, that creation and complexit 
are one, that miracle is contradiction." 



Siew Lai T eoh 
T aiping, Malaysia 

International Relations 
"If only children could have had the stars, the flowers and the 
butterflies, instead of war." - Phuong Trieu "For what does it 
profit a man if he gains the whole world and loses or forfeits 
himself?" - Luke 9:25 

Leslie Sullivan 
La Jolla, California 
Art History 
"If a man loves the labor of his trade, apart from any question 
of success or fame, the gods have called him." - Robert Louis 
Stevenson 

Carolyn Supplee 
Mantua, New Jersey 

Chemistry 
"You are today where your thoughts have brought you; you 
will be tomorrow where your thoughts take you.'' - James 
Allen 
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Diane Marie Teubner 
North Chelmsford, Massachusetts 

English 

"I hear the tide turning. Last eager wave over - taken and 
pulled back by first wave of the ebb. The pull back by 
moonache. The great knots of moon-awake energy far out." 
- Denise Levertov 

Jennifer Helen Thomas 
Towson, Maryland 
American Studies 

"But I don't want to go among mad people." Alice remarked. 
"Oh, you can't help that." said the cat: "we're all made here. 
I'm mad. You're mad." "How do you know I'm mad?" said 
Alice. "You must be." said the cat, "or you wouldn't have 
come here." - Lewis Carroll 
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Sharon D. Thomas 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Chemistry 

"When we, like Adam and Eve, have undergone the shock c 
self-discovery, we are likewise ashamed of what we see." -
Keith Huttenlocker 



' 

Lisa M. Trudeau 
Latham, New York 

Dance 

''In the twilight of life, God will not judge our earthly posses-
;ions and human su~cess, but rather on how much we have 
loved." - St. John of the Cross 

Marcia Louise Tondora 
johnstown, Pennsylvania 
Economics 

" The heart has reasons which reason knows nothing of." 
Blaise Pascal 

Valerie M. T oth 
Warren, New jersey 

Psychology 

"Nagyon Szepen K6sz6n6k mindent edesanyamtol es 
edesapamtol." 
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Nancy Chiyoko Tsuyuki 
Scarsdale, New York 

Music Therapy and Composition 
"I will not play at tug o' war. I'd rather play at hug o' war, 
where everyone hugs, instead of tugs ... and everyone wins." 
- Shel Silverstein 

Rosanna Elizabeth Tufts 
Duxbury, Massachusetts 

Music 
" The Bach stops here." - WBJC "Ohhh, Boston you're my 
home." - Standells 
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Kathy Tyndall 
Ocean City, Maryland 

Sociology 
" You can dream, but you can never go back the way yc 
came." - jackson Browne 



Luce Vela 
Santurce, Puerto Rico 

French/Communications 

Lisa Ann Unhoch 
Greenwich, Connecticut 
Communications/Philosophy 

"The true moral ideal, whether self-control or integrity or 
courage, is really a kind of purgation from all these emotions, 
and wisdom itself is a sort of purification." - Plato 

Laura Valins 
Beachwood, Ohio 

Art Therapy 
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Laurence Anne Wahlstrom 
Brookfield, Connecticut 

Biology 
"Thank you mom and dad!" "Ready or not world - here I 
come! .. . " 

Christine C. Wallenhorst 
Dayton, Ohio 

Education 

"Live life to "its" fullest, you are the only one that can do it." 
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Katherine Baldwin Watts 
Winchester, Virginia 

Dance 



Diana Stuart Wheeling 
Johnston, Pennsylvania 

Art Conservation 

Leah Nisa Weinstein 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Applied Mathematics/Computer Science 

"Who is truly rich? One who is happy with his lot" 

Patricia Joan Wells 
Mount Holly, New jersey 
Communications/Theatre 

"A man may sleep at any time, but laughter restores the soul" 
- Ann McCaffrey 
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Meryl Wesly Wilk 
Flemington, New Jersey 

Communications/ English 

"No, no! The adventures first," said the Gryphon in an impa
tient tone: "Explanations take such a dreadful time." - Lewis 
Carroll 

Sarah Ellen Willis 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Biology 

"Today you are you. That's truer than true. There's no one 
alive Who is you-er than you." - Dr. Suess 
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Joanne Witt 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Computer Science/History 



Laura Young 
Annapolis, Maryland 

History 

"One of my most challenging and rewarding experiences to 
date is being a student at Goucher. I shall be proud to be listed 
among the alumni of this outstanding college." 

May-Ling Woo 
St. Croix, Virgin Islands 
International Relations/Economics 

"Change your pleasures but never change your friends," 
Voltaire "A child's toys and an old man's reason are the fruits 
of the two seasons." - Blaikely 

Denise Yvette Young 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Communications/English 

"Write till your ink be dry; and with your tears 
Moist it again, and frame 
some feeling line, 
That may discover such integrity" 
- William Shakespeare 
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Marcia Elyse Youngerman 
Dalton, Georgia 

Psychology 

"And now here is my secret, a very simple secret: It is only with 
the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to 
the eye!" - The Little Prince 
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Amy Zuckerkandel 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Psychology 

Goucher Gopher 
Towson, Maryland 

Spiritual Awareness/ Physical Education 

" Gopher it" 



You've got to be kidding? 

I've never heard that one about Rhoda! 

It took me four years to find these gloves. And furthermore we promise you ... 
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Little do they know I am from the Health 
Department. 

Could you speak a little slower, we just got back from Happy Hour. 
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Reagan's hit women! 

Jim Billet, WOW! 



And you're worried about the five year plan? . .. 

They promised me Playboy not Donneybrook! 

You're closing the piano on my fingers. Boy, it was fun in the woods! Are you sure we can do this? 
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You want to study my what? 

And they said this party would be fun. 

There're still five minutes. I am not going to panic. 

I am trying, I am trying. Pop quiz. Can you believe it? 
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Wanna go to the Rat on Thursday? 

What do you mean, when did I learn to read! 

Comfortable? 

I promised not to tell, but . I just cannot pull another all-nighter. 
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Talk to me. 

What subject did you say you tutor in? 

I love these greasy burgers! 

Table Manners 101 

Wow' I never had so many phone calls. I passed' 
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Here's to Graduation! 

Guess what I got for Christmas? 

They promised me I would make at least $15,000. Me? Go to Goucher? Never! 

Is there no end in sight? Between you and me . 
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GOUCHER DICTIONARY 
A & P: additional poundage 

BAGGING: the art of blowing off everything especially homework, papers, and 
studying for exams 

BARF: what your roommate does on your rug after she downs seven shots of 
Yukon jack 

BLACKOUT: latest Goucher tradition 

BLOTTO: physical state after seven gin and tonics 

BONG: what radiators do at night and Goucherettes do during the day 

CAREER: every Brave New Woman's goal in life; blind ambition 

COAGULATION: what happens to your brain after the annual three day drunk 
celebrating the end of finals 

C.R.: College Republicans or Conservative Reaganites 

CUSTOM: 1001 ways to play with jello 

EX-LAX: a digestive aid or a former J.H.U.Iacrosse player 

FOX: what a pseudo-prep wears on his shirt and thinks he is 

FRATS: a place where grain alcohol, drugs, sex, and frat boys abound; the 
inmates run the asylum 

FRESHMAN: a form of Goucher lowlife recognized by a constant dazed and 
confused expression 

G.C.C.: Goucher Country Club 

G.H.: the only three o'clock class on campus 

GOUCHER: soon to become Goucher Tech; also known as Gouchee, 
Croucher, and Gaucho 

GUT: a course you attend only once a month 

HEALTH CENTER: Rx roulette 

HEUBECK HILTON: home of the Goucher elite 

HICK: any Goucherette from below the Mason-Dixon line 

HO JOS: a place logo when all the bars close; polyester kingdom 

HOPPEYSVILLE: an area designated as the habitat of j.H.U. students 

HORSEYBACK RIDING: a popular recreational activity at Goucher 

HOT STEEL: the best party on campus; freshman meat market 

JAP: a way of life; (Just About Perfect); dripping gold jewelry, tight designer 
jeans, spiked heels and make up 

JOB: something every senior wants for Christmas 

LEES: calorie kingdom 

LIBES: a good place to sleep otherwise avoid at all costs 

LIKE: an overused adjective resulting from a New jersey childhood 

LOWLIFE: one rung higher than a "woman of promise" 

MAGIC CIRCLE: a course commonly run by chunky Goucherettes and the 
mysterious expanding shape your tape measure makes as it encircles your 
waist 
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MARIAS: a pizza haven where they " no speekie engie" 

MA TRIMANIA: a disease spreading rampant throughout the campus 

MATRIPHOBIA: the dreaded fear of engagement or marriage; not a commor 
illness at Goucher 

MEGA: any large quantity; i.e., mega work, mega food .. 

MID: a form of wildlife particular to the Annapolis region of Maryland, syn: 
Navy boy, squid, skinhead, middie 

MRS. DEGREE: a popular degree sought after by Goucherettes 

MT. WASHINGTON TAVERN: a local hangout for Baltimore boys, preps, C.R 
and Goucherettes 

MUNCHIES: the only edible food on campus; consumption triggered by 
Stimson dinner; goes directly to hips 

NURD: a species of evolved insect which breeds in the "D" level of j.H.U.'s 
Eisenhower Library 

PAKMAN: an alternative to studying; the most popular man on campus 

PLEBE: something you don't date 

PRE-MED: something you do date 

P.O.: state you are in when you don't get mail (male) 

PREPPIE: a way of life for prep school dropouts and frustrated elitists; pink ar 
green, bourbon and coke, gatoring 

R.A.: a select group of Goucherettes who receive a free telephone and the 
best room furnishings available 

RECEPTIONIST: the best gossip source on campus 

RENTS: the folks who suggested that you come to Goucher; also send mane 
and care packages 

ROADTRIP: the weekend mass migration of Goucherettes to any college 
predominantly populated by men 

ROCK: an obviously large diamond engagement ring 

SECURITY: what Goucher has a "false sense of" 

SENIOR: Goucher elite recognized by a constant dazed and panicked 
expression 

SHUTTLE: a bus used to transport meat from Goucher to Hopkins; a ship of 
fools; voyage of the damned; Homewood bound 

SLEAZE: a girl everyone is secretly jealous of 

STUD: something not found at J.H.U. except maybe in left earlobe 

THE RAT: the Thursday night meeting place of avid disco ducks and disco 
bunnies 

TWIT: a close friend 

WENCH: a common term for a Goucherette 

ZOOMIE: Goucher student who roadtrips by air. 



Goucher is a small woman's college. One of the few in
stitutions remaining in the country that focuses exclusively 
on the education of young women. Goucher tradition 
reflects pride in academic achievement, social commitment, 
and personal growth. The women walking along the paths 
of Goucher's campus, living in the dorms, and attending the 
classes serve as a living embodiment of the Goucher objec
tive: to take pride in being a woman, to strive towards 
discovering one's full potential with direction and determina
tion, to develop and mature into a woman of promise. 
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Goucher's campus abounds with stu
dent hangouts. The post office, com
muter lounge, snack bar, greenhouse, 
bookstore, and yes, even the library 
overflow with young women. Whether 
checking their mail , chatting with 
friends, eating a snack, or doing last 
minute homework, there is always 
someone around . Students also fre
quent less relaxing places such as the 
science lab, computer room, and the art 
studio when it is time for work. Most of 
all , Goucher women enjoy relaxing with 
friends and popcorn after long, hard 
hours of studying. 
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The lush, green "country club" ap
peal of the campus inspires the athletic 
prowess in even the most leisurely of 
Goucher ladies. The magic circle is a 
familiar battleground for those students 
running, jogging, and biking to eliminate 
the freshman " 15." Softball, field 
hockey, lacrosse, swimming, or trotting 
a horse through the untouched 
backwoods and fields of Goucher serve 
as some of the more popular pastimes. 
Of course, we can't forget the daily 
General Hospital episodes watched 
faithfully every afternoon by the ever
present soap addicts! 
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GOUCHER COLLEGE 
PET OF THE YEAR 





What will leave the greatest impres
sion on us after we leave the gates of 
Goucher? The responses vary, yet 
many will agree that the time spent in 
the dorms will hold a special place in our 
memories. Popcorn parties, all nighters, 
and an inordinate amount of talking 
(down the hall on the phone) constitute 
the basis for most dorm activity 
although waterfights, late night practical 
jokes, and 1 :00 am trips to Maria's Piz
zaria and A & Pare not uncommon. 
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It has been said that our social life at 
Goucher revolves around piling on the 
beloved blue Goucher-Hopkins " meat
wagon" on Thursday nights for an evening 
of drinking and dancing at the Hopkins Rat. 
But, that's not it at all; roadtrips, Mid
shipmen from nearby Annapolis, Orioles 
games, and Harborplace also contribute to 
our good times. In addition, Goucher does 
have a social life within its own ivy-covered 
gates. The traditional Convocation 
featured Anchorwoman Jessica Savitch as 
the principal speaker. Other numerous ac
tivities including orientation week 
festivities, a beef-crab feast on the lawn, 
Hot Steel band, Rocktoberfest, Potpourri, 
house parties, TGIF in the greenhouse, the 
film series, instructional Tanning, and 
Graduation Week activities all make 
Goucher a funfilled active community. 
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How can one explain four years of growth, 
the building of friendship, knowledge, and ex
periences? Each of us comes to Goucher 
from a different background, bringing with us 
our individual personalities, talents, and hopes 
for the future. Throughout the campus rings 
the everpresent sense that there is a purpose 
- a purpose for Goucher College and for us 
as Goucher women. Deeper than the 
classrooms, the academics, and the textbooks 
lies the heart of Goucher, the feeling that is 
within all of us, you and me, for we are 
Goucher College. We may forget the 
academics, and even the parties, but the feel
ing of Goucher will remain with us forever, 
for that is the tie that binds all of us together. 



AIESEC 

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
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BAND 

BIOLOGY CLUB 
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BLACK STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 

CHEMISTRY CLUB 
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CHORUS 

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS 
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COMMUTING STUDENTS 

DONNYBROOK FAIR STAFF 
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HOUSE COUNCIL 

JEWISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
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MATH AND COMPUTER CLUB 

RESIDENT ASSIST ANTS 
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REVEREND'S REBELS 

RUSSIAN CLUB 
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SAILING CLUB 

STUDENTORG 
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WEEKLY STAFF 

THE WOMEN'S CENTER 
=c"'~ ,. m. 
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YOUNG DEMOCRATS 

HISTORY CLUB 
,, 

CAMERA SHY 
Career Development Board 
Consignment Bookstore 
Dance Group 
Economics Club 
French Club 
Goucher Chamber Orchestra 
Goucher Christian Fellowship 
Guides to Goucher 
International Students Assn. 
JHU Tutorial Project 
Open Circle Theatre 
Preface 
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House Council presents the Gong 
Show!!! Featuring Ruthie Minetto and 
Penny Long as M .C.S. The Monotones 
were good, but they couldn't beat their 
Women of Promise! 
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BACON HOUSE 

Goucher is . .. 
undershirts ... two hundred women from Fischer doing laundry on a Sunday afternoon in four washers and three dryers 
... like jail ... a great place . .. adolescence . . . for lessers .. . they'll never let us out of here ... dealing with crazy 
freshmen .. . especially from Texas ... let's all transfer to Chapel Hill ... used to be a safe place to live ... has become 
cultured ... wa hoo wa . .. wearing Chardon jeans in the shower ... after you've been here, you can't go home again 
. . . your mama moved in ... I want a car . .. a man ... a date ... Sig Ep .. . Bruce Springsteen . .. all nighters ... unicorns 
... midnight pizza ... letters to the Weekly . .. Southern dingalings ... popcorn always ... Maria's .. . " who's in the 
shower now? " . .. flunking out . .. the best women" s college in the East . .. fruity loons ... Orioles .. · wanting boys at 
the next house meeting ... close your eyes and don't open them until Spring semester . .. nothing like tradition .. . skip-
ping class . . . suntanning ... snowballs ... blackouts ... why aren't we in the preppy handbook? . .. roadtrips . .. 
Princeton, UV A ... 
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BALDWIN HOUSE 

Goucher is . .. 
survival of the richest .. . Rulla Lenska fan club . .. fuzzy duck . . . book 'em Danno, murder one . . . heya, maka chut upa 
.. . three cheers for the BBS fan club .. . more groupies . .. orange M&M's .. . " this is true" . . . keeps you going forever 
.. . diet? who's on a diet? .. . wall to wall all nighters .. . going punk . .. be there, aloha . . . once a girl has a taste of 
mink, she can't go back to pastrami ... thanks Burt . .. he's my idol . . . would you shut up already with AI ... playing 
James Bond in the halls ... in my next life ... pink and green clash .. . snickers bars and diet pepsi ... let's go serenade 
Bogdan . . . a sanctuary for the unusual .. . Baldwin Bond League 007 ... radical row ... mass confusion . . . washing 
your feet with soap ... close enough to Lee's .. . popcorn, grapes, and stoned wheat crackers .. . sw eatpants . .. grape 
attacks .. . rough ... a women's college not a girl's school . . . swearing for themillioneth time, " I'm never gonna go to 
the Rat again" ... study breaks .. . definitely funky . .. 
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BENNETT HOUSE 

Goucher is . .. 
all dressed up and no place to go . . . a college no one has ever heard of . . . sweatpants and things that hide the 
freshman 10-20 lbs ... " Second floor, I'm home, I'm home" ... a women's college not a girl's school ... learning to live 
with your roommate ... missing men ... not in Georgia ... shagging ... Bennett behind bars ... cocktail parties .. . 
bloody marys ... gin and tonic .. . popcorn, constantly ... the kissing booth on second floor ... a lot of memories .. . 
good times ... home of the Hopkin's heartache ... kiss the " A" goodbye ... bats in the halls ... we're not all here to 
find a JHU husband ... not having a mommy ... a means to an end (ie, insanity, mental illness) ... a commando quarter 
.. . shots, anyone? ... skipping 8:30am class ... a constipated candy machine ... getting the rum . .. rolling beer kegs 
... Paula punch ... " he had the biggest feet" ... roadtrips to USNA .. . long distance phone calls on Burt ... Navy boys 
... hanging in the halls . . . climbing the walls . .. TGIF ... molds character, breeds integrity, and harvests confidence (no 
wonder we have problems with bugs!) ... playing tennis in the halls ... gnarly ... 
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CONNER HOUSE 

GOUCHER IS . 
. . . a good time ... men, men, men ... inglewouk ... a haven for celebates . .. Luke and Laura ... I don't know . .. amoretta and orange juice . 
pre-meds . . . mega popcorn ... too strict on their party rules . . . flushing-~: . #1 on graduate unemployment lists ... a blast .. . women of promise. 
intense . . . to understand it is to experience it .. . eat, eat, eat, and eat . .. a Bio study group (with hard liquor to calm the nerves) . . . procrastination . . . 
moldy curtains . . like a Sheppard Pratt stay . . . flooded showers ... living your life in the commons ... like falling on your head . . . famous for its 
bright blue shuttle driving through the streets of downtown Baltimore packed with girls ... if you only knew .. . a wonderful experience ... pasta, 
pasta, pasta . . . living in and sleeping out .. . a place to develop beyond mediocre . .. kraft macaroni and cheese . . . guiding light . .. the " Freezeway" 
.. . sometimes a little too open-minded . .. a place where you get a little too much . . 
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DULANEY HOUSE 

Goucher is . .. 
nothing without Dulaney ducks ... whatever you make it ... unbelievable ... not caring what you wear to class .. . 
waiting for Rhoda to invite yo~ over for tea ... friendships to last a lifetime ... the best and the worst of times .. . a 
beautiful atmosphere, and wonderful friends ... locking a bewildered English major in the Computer room ... feeling fat 
after too much ice cream . .. an ulcer ... flirty ... original . . . a big hangover ... yellow long sleeve T -shirts . .. the 
Quantico annex . . . a ginkgo berry . .. remarkable ... a country club without golf carts ... a place where leaders are 
born women .. . spending a fortune on preppy clothes ... wonderful ... quacked ... unique ... getting the best out of 
life . .. disconnecting long distance calls . .. individualistic ... wonderful ... never seeing the library in four years ... the 
best ... not a finishing school . .. sole supporter of Lee's and Sunny Surplus . .. successful beer bashes .. . coctail parties 
... a tux ... mega donut sales .. . a wonderful learning experience ... absurd . . . staying in the Computer Room til all 
hours of the night ... Maria's and Lee's ice cream . . . I wish I were preppy like all the other groovy people ... knowing 
how to party ... 
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GAMBLE HOUSE 

N.YC. 

Goucher is . .. 
selling donuts to make money ... a butt kicking experience .. . a trip to USNA ... shorts and sweater weather ... the 
Tavern on Saturday night ... Ho jo's ... a place to grow, and grow, and grow ... Poor Richard's ... Bixby's ... the 
Crease .. . a constant dilemma between beer, boys, and books ... squids . . . what me, worry? .. . Pebble Beach ... too 
much ... living without men ... anyone want to go to dinner? ... talking for 103 hours to myself ... a unique place 1 .. I 
don't feel like food poison ... more men than women at fire drills ... Towson branch 1f the Naval Academy ... having 
trouble getting up before noon ... spacing out ... communal eating ... gaining 200 lbs. freshman year ... all night long 
in the halls ... I prefer Florida or the Bahamas ... do I smell popcorn? ... Saturday night at Ho Jo's .. . mothballs at 2:00 
am . .. General Hospital ... friends ... missing the shuttle . .. long distance phone calls to the other side of theUSA ... 
going dizzy . .. gin and tonic ... never having time to do homework but always having time to talk with friends ... 



HOOPER HOUSE 

Goucher is ... 
listening to all that noise ... a class in advanced trashy novel reading .. . the home of University of Maryland Football 
Team's fan club ... never getting any mail in your mailbox . .. suicide ... you never end up where you begin ... the 
"Braid Brigade" .. . yes, some Goucher girls do have boyfriends from JHU .. . sophomore year crying the blues .. . 
morning wake up knocks ... long and exciting nights ... Accounting 110 . . . work, work, and more work ... not fun . . . 
Sig Ep ... Bruce Springsteen .. . Pebble Beach ... all nighters . .. midnight pizza ... breeding grounds for mental illnesses 
... we know where the fun is ... weekend wildness and day to day madness . .. shaving cream showers ... popcorn 
... having water fights ... the best of times .. . the worst of times ... a place to find yourself . .. driving me crazy . .. 
commons room and playing bridge ... similar to "Cell Block H" ... an enigma ... cold showers ... toilet papering the 
halls and the freshmen's rooms .. . loud loud noises in the morning ... a place for dreaming ... 
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JEFFERY HOUSE 

Goucher is ... 
Three's Company ... Bixbys ... coffee breaks in the hall ... G.H .... a menagerie . .. a wide assortment of people ... 
the way to survive is roadtrips ... playing for keeps . .. taps in the bathroom . .. sweats and comfortable living and lots 
of people and lots of ... we don't care as much about others as we do about ourselves at 3:00am ... foreign word for 
the day ... oki chimbo ... it's all relative and it just doesn't matter .. . a bummer ... one big womb ... life can really . .. 
good food, good life ... on the road to Sheppard Pratt ... for anyone who'll take it . . . Bahama mamas . .. we are 
elevated . .. playing air guitar ... a nice place to visit but I wouldn't live here ... we want a bloody mary cocktail party in 
between every class ... at day we are slow, but at night . .. a life full of sin .. . tired of being prime and proper ... as you 
can see, we all like Goucher very very much . .. the $64,000 question is what are nice girls doing in a place like this? ... it 
looks like it'll never end . .. 



LEWIS HOUSE 

Goucher is . .. 
so this is it, huh? ... here's to good times, good friends, tonight is kinda special ... help me make it through this week ... 
null set ... Girard's, be there ... would you buy a record from a big, pink, fat, ugly elephant? . .. " Oh, Lord, buy me a 
Mercedes Benz? My friends all have Porsches, I must make amends" .. . a test . . . today? ... sex,drugs, and rock 'n roll 
... would you please turn off the Barbra Streisand . .. mystery meat . . . the clash ... where's the party? . . . what time is 
the shuttle coming? . .. I can no longer shop happily . .. I came here for a special offer ... guaranteed personality .. . I 
met you at the Rat last Thursday . .. we're off ... who's going to Hopkins Library? ... cocktail hour ... G.H . ... sweet 
.. . I can't deal ... tonight? ... what's for dinner? ... flipping out ... I'm flushing, no kidding . .. what's the special flavor 
at Lee's this week? ... who's going to call Maria's? . .. Who's room are we watching G.H. in today? ... that's really sick 
... anybody going to the A & P? .. . Washington and Lee Minks ... watch out for Calhoun men .. . who's playing the 
Carpenters? ugh .. . 
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PROBST HOUSE 

Goucher is . .. 
all divine madness ... dear mom ... keep it clean . .. anybody wanna go to dinner? ... a care package .. . after all the 
money is this what we get? .. . I wanna go home .. . you don't want to know . .. does anyone deliver pizza? ... pigout 
... roadtrips ... Wow ... oink ... hi there, chicka mama .. . do you want anything from A & P? ... Ya mather .. . she 
has a single but I live there too ... meatmarket ... the Rat .. . we gotta clean this room . . . wanna beer? ... Lees .. . 
super freak ... she's a very kinky girl ... gametes . .. blow cookies .. . what's the major problem? ... to the max .. . 
munch out .. . hubba hubba .. . who's pulling an all nighter? ... Probst parties are dangerous ... home of the dummies 
... what's a single? ... I love to pork . .. party on Probst . .. expensive ... we're outta here ... you're a sick puppy .. . 
Excuse Me! ... ice cream ... weeeeeerd . .. got change for a dollar? .. . Goucher women promise ... bad checks .. . 
make your own fun ... are you going to class, or are you going to stay on the roof? .. . wild thing ... let's sabotage 
C & P .. . gotta book ... no biggie ... Probst hall is dangerous . . . shake a leg mama ... 
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ROBINSON HOUSE 

Goucher is 
celebration of the individual .. . Baltimore boys . . . the Tavern . . . Hard Times on Monday nights . . . the Towson dorm 
. .. spooey .. . a water balloon fight ... a joke . .. a mysterious prowl in the middle of the night . . . a rest stop for wives 
... a convent ... crazy, man .. . a party .. . a tangueray and tonic ... a great place to meet wild and crazy girls . . . a 
lovely country club . . . a place to grow into a Goucherette . . . learning to eat trash ... an adventure ... a nice place . . . 
buzzing a fish salesman .. . spinsterhood ... a dull campus . . . where all the students go to JHU to look for . .. My God! 
What's that? A Man! .. . Bahama mama ... soap opera city . .. the hideaway ... profound women . . . hanging out in 
the halls ... beds in the bathroom . .. Secret Santa .. . twin king .. . riding bikes in the hall . .. interesting . .. who's they 
boy in the bathroom? ... stuffed bats for dinner . .. making sure you get off campus at least twice a day .. . having a 
date .. . going looney tunes . . . declared disaster area ... kegs in the tub and diaquiris in the hall ... 
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WAGNER HOUSE 

Goucher is . .. 
I want a phone call .. . I want a letter . .. it's only a teenage wasteland ... anyone for pizza? ... it's 2:00am who wants 
to call jimmy's and go to Ho jo's? . . . 4th floor reigns . . . I'd rather be in Probst . . . in the Navy .. . midnight A & P runs 
. . . Ape runs . . . why us? . .. body building . .. I think, therefore I am (hungry) . . . see ya later ... I feel strangely calm . . . 
what am I doing in this nutty place? . . . where is Grinnell? ... later gator .. . wasting away my youth and beauty . . . 
Wake up ... Wagner women have class ... don't do anything I wouldn't do .. . I feel like raising hell .. . flushing . .. it's 
time for a daily rest period ... are too many girls here ... where are the men? . .. skoobe do be do .. . help ... party-
face .. . 



WINSLOW HOUSE 

Goucher is . .. 
Pacman . . . how to say "no" when they're only serving pork .. . I love the boys in Goucher . .. book .. . it's gorgeous 
... you just crack me up . .. Grand Central Station . .. you a freshman? .. . thought so ... gin and tonics ... Poor 
Richards and Lees ... whom shall I page? ... how about moose meat? . .. the Rat and Towson bars ... you're late again 
.. . we don't want this bed, it's broken . .. can I order a taxi for 12:30 please? .. . any better than I was before . .. bingo 
. . . oops ... I have an M&M for you ... oops .. . guess it was Motrin ... parking ... initial shock ... apathy ... pressure 
.. . prepared to face the world out there finally . . . come here . . . interesting people .. . what am I doing at an all girls 
school? .. . such is life . .. yogurt covered raisins ... frog man? . .. clone . .. boys wanted .. . inquire within . .. she's a 
very kinky girl ... we missed the shuttle . . . vaseline on doorknobs . . . beat me, abuse me, make me write bad checks 
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FIELD HOCKEY 
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TENNIS 
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SWIMMING 
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BASKETBALL 
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LACROSSE 
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VOLLEYBALL 

DANCE 
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DANCE SOFTBALL 
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RIDING 
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PL.AN YOuR 
PAR.TfE.S 

~iTH U5> 

(ilofE.R~'S 1\l.W/lt'YS ltOOM Ae ] 
J1"HE IIJN J 

~q.oDoJ 
HI> %.D. 
CHAlBifS 
AUOWtO 

~MANAGERS 
N££0€0 
APPrr. 

Compliments of MARIA'S PIZZA OF TOWSON 

To All the Goucher 
Girls: 

Thank you for 
all your patronage 
and keep eating 

PIZZA! 

16 West Allegheny Ave. 
Towson, Maryland 

21202 

296-1389 296-1399 
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Congratulations 

.~gain 

to the 

last 

of the 

Monks 



-o the love of my life: Love Scooter 
;ullivanstein: I guess them Baltimore boys aren't so bad after all!! 
=ora: Send me some letters from Colorado. I'll miss you. DLH 
)iane G.: Have you ever considered taking rumbling for gym credits? Love and kisses. A friend 
s: Here's to chemistry majors forever! Lin 
.inda: Will you ever be yearbook editor again? Love your companion from studio two. 
-.Janey T. : How long did it take to get your checks? 
ro the Pig in 2B: I miss you. Love, the Pig in 1A 
r o Goucher College: Thanks for three of the best years of my life. L.K. 
)onna and Lyn: Thanks for being there. I'll miss you both. Anne 
J.D.: Are those weeknight late movies on T.V . really so interesting? No, I will not come talk to you at 3:00am! 

Your neighbor 
::::arol: Next time you go to Rehobeth remember to bring extra money for bail! 
\t1ary Jo: They really were from me. Cupid · 
\11om and Debbi: Thanks for always being there. Marcia 
"Everybody worships me, it's nauseating!" 
Cori: I' ll miss you and your innocent ears. Don't turn so red! Linda 
M and M.D., Cl, ZM, LT, SLT, GW, TB, AC, 01, BB, OM, and all GCF: Thanks for a year of growth and love in the 
Lord. L.A. _;, 
Cynthia: Raise hell and pass enough classes and miss us. 5eagull 
Claudia: You'll be just beautiful as a bride. Be happy. 
Brownlee: It's just not fair! You'd damn well better miss us. The Seagull 
Roomie, that's you Is!: I've lived with many but you will always be my only roomie. 
Old roommates never die, they just get singles and/ or get married. I'll miss you. Love, the hick from Tennessee 

that you got "stuck" with. 
Janice: Hang in there! It can only get better. I'm so glad we got to know each other. Much luck with next year. 

Anne 
Ali, Anne, and Paula: Butt? Thanks anyway. 
Aiello: Are all Scorpios really such wimps? The biggest wimp of them all. 
AEP or APE: What the attraction at W & L? Oh ... 
Francis: Jiggle that flab, and run that circle. Your partner 
Debbie: It's nice to have "us" back again. Love, LMK 
Sue Foo: Keep the faith. Raise hell and have fun. Love ya, JS 
N.D.: Someday we will meet again and have mint julips on the veranda. Keep that Southern spirit. Love, S.B. 
Ed-man: I hope you weren't a mistake. See you in P'cola! The Koo 
Pam D.: Your hair may be longer, but so are your grudges. A Secret Admirer 
My dearest Leo: Our cosmic tie transcends the universe that the obscurity of our relevance is awesome. Love, 

your Sagittarius 
Car-man: You had your chance, but you lose. Your friend from home 
Heather: It's been an experience being your neighbor. MVP 
Gert and Bobbi: The pleasure's been all ours! Women of Promise 
Skirt: You're living where? With who? 
Isabel's cure ~or depression: Garfield 
Paula, Lynny, Chrissy: May you always overcome obstacles and reach for that "pot of gold." MVP 
To the United States Naval Academy: Thanks for the 5000 good reasons. The Goucher girls. 
Morris Lynne Nichols: We missed you this year, but you were with Bennett in spirit. 
Pamela: You're one pretty special sophisticated lady. I'm going to miss you a lot. All my love, Lynette 
Good luck to all of my senior friends. I' ll miss you terribly. M.E.S. 
My Dear Peggy: Bless you for all you have done for me, especially cleaning my room. Love, Alison 
Siew Lai: Prov. 2:5 and 6. Thank you for having been such a wonderful friend. ",\.-1s. Teoh" 
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To Philo. and Relig. Depts: I may or may not follow the information of my education, but I shall always be guidE 
by the light that now shines within my mind and my soul. Jacqui 

Lynny: Keep on smiling, at least we know you're having a good time. MVP 
Jean W. and techies: Thanks and get some sleep. CR 
Mary: What's the "Annapolis Shuffle?" Carolyn 
CR: I don't think that I'll ever forget the percussion of LES. HM 
B.C.: There is too much to say. Love ya much, )S 
Donna and Anne: May your lights burn bright"always. And your candles always be in reach. Electrically yours, 

Sarah . 
Remember: My annual, Shop, St. Croix, Bixbys, Mariners, Quarters, and lots of old memories, that I know we v. 

never forget. Love you all. LAW 
Nance: I don't know if we should love or hate that gorgeous Buzz Bowman. 
Econ forever, LMM 
Dear Carolyn: Whooopppee. We made it. Thank you for being such a great friend. Let's keep in touch. Love, L 

Li 
Kooyie: I can't believe you finally got the yearbook completed. 
Sooie: You helped, I hope. · · 

Paula: Just for you, I'll stay out of my pajamas and ,keep an endless pack of menthol cigs on me forever. Amos 
Debra Lee: Even if my mind does think you're the cutest thing around, I still like you. We Leos have to stick 

together .. . thanks for four years of friendship-and hallship. 
Maureen: Stay healthy please and you will visit and come to dinner?? 
McD, LA and all other guilty parties: Lee's, Ho Jo's, Swensons, Friendlys and Baskin-Robbins were great. Let's do 

again sometime. Your fellow pig. 
Sue; congrats on Drexel. May your future be PA-free. Bea 
Cynthia: For a freshman twit you sure are one great kid. Without you, life would've been dull. Here's to future 

Ho Jo's and Beloc .. . your eternal night owl and fwiend. 
LGK: You're a special lady, don't ever forget that ... ever. I'll be with you in spirit .. . and I'm glad for the 

friendship now .. . even the 7:00am class ... thanks for the bed. ILY, SMF 
Dear Editor of the Yearbook: Did anyone ever tell you that you are wonderful, fantastic, an inspiration, and mos 

of all, my fwiend? 
To Sir (with love): On my way to my future. No, I will not drop you off. I'll work on my long distance. Luv, Ducki 
Jane: "Fair, kind, and true have often lived alone, Which three till now never kept seat in one." Shakespeare, 

Sonnet 105. 

Nancy: "But if the while I think on thee, dear friend, All losses are restored and sorrows end." Shakespeare, 
Sonnet30 

Meredith: "Blessed are you, whose worthiness gives scope, Being had, to triumph, being leaked, to hope." 
Shakespeare, Sonnet 52 

AEP or APE: Living across from you has been as wonderful as living with you. Waiting for Don was the worst ... 
Jack and Ginger helped out tho. 

What an unforgettable Valentine's Weekend. FCS 
Cori and Carolyn: Thanks for saving me. Your breakfast buddy. 
Sea Sh-t: You've always done the impossible. That included being there, at all times and CARING. Here's to Lilly' 

when we're 40. P.S. I may come as a bride. Sha Sh-t 

Kolman: When you publish that first collection of short stories and become famous, please don't forget your 
inspiration. ME! Flair 

Sue: Here's to Lee's three times a day and Maria's for lunch, dinner, and a midnight snack. Lin 
Heather: Yellow flags forever! 
Glyshe: I'm the fool! You tried to warn me. Tha1:1ks for your support. The Editor 
Diana: I hope to be seeing you around. MVP 
L ynny: When this book is done we are going to PARTY! LK 
Congratulations to the G.P.A. 1982. 



\iello: How about living in Marshall's apartment? Could be a good t ime? Never forget. 
=raig: How often do you suck face with drunk strangers? F .1. 
;ooie: Well fwiend, we've had many great times, remember them fwerever. Kooie 
-leather: Stay obscure forever. People will always wonder! Love, Linda 
v1rs. Eaton: See you in the fleet. Mrs. Gallagher to be. 
v1olly and Ali: No more news is even better. 
Julaney House: I'll miss you all. Much success to "The Ducks." Anne 0 . 
Nagner women: Thanks for the pig-outs, the kinky notes, and the padded cell. CR 
~hoda: by graduation, all the loose ends should be tied up. The Phantoms Loretta and Debbie: Boston was great. 

Thanks. 
=lair: I know Virgos and Leos don't get along so why do I like you? Have you mellowed? 
Ji: Here's to you, Bruce and the Nectar of the Gods, 'Tangeray.' Thanks LMM 
Cynthia: How bout those Baltimore boys? Living at the Tavern, Alonzos, Waterstreet, Peters, The Crease, The 

Cafe, Sex, Drugs, Rock and Roll, Mega and Beers, and MEN. Where the hell is College Park airport? FCS 
To my favorite "Bagwomen of Promise" : E.G., S.H., R.M., L.McK., M . MeG., and L.P. -Good luck and I'll see 

you at Grand Central. L.C.S. 
Don't eat too many bananas. Madame X 
To LK and CC: Thanks for listening to it all. LS 
Lynette: We've been through a lot. Hope the years to come will see more shared laughter (and no more tears.) 

We made it. Anne /~ 

Susie: You are a faggy whimp, but I love you. Where's Cross Keys and my pimple medicine? I could go for trail 
mix amongst anything else edible. FFIB and EKUD. Bite the big one. FCS 

Muffy Y., Patty H., Gretchen M .,: Life (and meetings) might be quite boring without us. Do you think you can 
handle it? Love, a couple of nuts. 

Time can be remembered but not relived. Celebrate every moment of life. 
S.B.: Always keep up the spirit. I'll visit you in S.D. when you least expect it. You're the only one whose love life 

changed as much as mine. See you in August. Be good. N.D. 
To Cindy B., Lisa S., Lisa T., Siew-Lai and Carolyn 1. : Good luck, you brave new women. Be wild. Love, 007 
Mary: For two "no-fun" people we manage to do okay, no? The other Mary 
Va: Do we call you Mrs. when you come back? Ground Floor 
To the Gang: Here's to whimps at Waterstreet, plebes at Peters, aces at Alonso's and miracles at MWT. 
Congratulations Paula: No more Cellblock H. Lizard 
Meryl: I'll miss you, especially at party time. Congrats. Lizard 
Music Department: Is it time for another party? 
Kellie: What are you going to do next year without me to keep you in line? 
Take care, bend your knees and keep your head up. 
Pensacola Marine CSG: Well, now that y6u have her, what are you going to do with her? Ha Ha, The Fwiend 
EMC: " I don't know why, but I have a feeling." or as you'd say " What will the future bring?" You're my one and 

only mid. Here's to visits to P'cola. I love you. SMF 
Heather: P.K. wants you in a bad way. 
Mrs. Eaton: Can I change my major? Can I transfer? 
Dear GCF: Thank you for helping me grow. My prayers will always be with you. Take care. Love, Li Li 
Hey Huggins: Consider yourself impeached. Your faithful follower. 
Robinson 2nd: Since I can't live in the dorms, can I live in your bathroom? B, N, and C will decorate for me. Miss 

me. The Dr. 
Cori, Sue, Heather, and Debbie: Will the old cellblock ever be the same? Love, Cellblock 2H 
Sayet: I'll miss your Californian surprises. Will you be my pen pal. Your Neighbor. 
Sue: What did you do to get Ed's car? 
To the midshipmen at USNA: I've enjoyed our relationship. A friend. 
F.W. and F.W.: It would have been a long four years without you. All my love, F.W. 
Isabel: "Where's Quivereing?" I'll never forget the times we've had. H. 
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Francis: You booger. Here's to tradition. We've done it best. H. 
Blockhead: Some day your Jewish midship Prince will take you away and life will be crazy. Best of luck in the 

future. Skirt and I will miss you. L.K. 
To my favorite RA's P and L: Thanks for lessons 1-10 on how to be socially acceptable. MF 
Boo Boo: Thank God for you. Senior year would've been difficult otherwise. I'm glad for our friendship, talks, 

and good times. Let's never lose touch. I love you tons. Sooie 
Maureen M.: Who ever guessed you'd go from serenading me at my Bennett balcony to date my "brother." 

You're one of those rare individuals ... you'll make it. Always your friend, fellow Irishwoman 
Cori: Did you ever feel like an iron in a deflection chamber? The other half of the M.S. twins. 
P-face: Messy situations (or conditions) should be easy for the girl who can be in two places at one time. (U. of I 

or G. C.) P.S. Have you called Lillian lately? 
Meet you at the Tavern. 
"Lighten up, be happy, and always love your mama." 
Zari-san (SBE): Your friendship is a jewel. Remember our crazy talks. Miss you VV much. PTL Siew Lai 
Ellen and Laura: I love you guys too. Hang in there, it's only for two more years. Want some 151 rum? 
F.W. and F.W.: Well, we're here and about to leave. Four years isn't so long after all. I wouldn't have made it 

without you. Thanks for everything. Love, F.W. 
Roomie: Bosley called ... he wants money. Timothy called . .. she said Purrr. Curt called . . . Curt who? I thoug~ 

his name was Craig. I miss you and your mess. PLease don't give me anymore hand-me down men. See you 
when you're Mrs. Love, me. .r 

Misses Ishii, Tech, and Trudeau: I hate to see you go, the thought fills me with woe; this is to let you know my 
prayers with you leave, that to our God you may cleave, stand firm in all you believe. Much love in Christ, 
Adler-face. 

' • \ J.R.: can I borrow you're purple grapefruit for my coming out? H.M. 
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FCS: Savannah woman, you're teasing my mind . .. LOVE, Baltimore boys. 
Susie: Football players play good games. 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Dooley: I'll always treasure your love and support. Miss you, Siew Lai. 
Sioux Tribe: Hope you have 10 little Indians. Seriously, we talked too much, but we had fun. From charades wiH 

Wixler and Madigan to Ed and Jack. It's time to hit the real world. O'Levinsohn 
Marcia and Cindy: I wouldn't have missed all the good times, love, and friendship for anything. Love you both, 

Lynette 
Marcia P.: Ed and I will meet you and Alan in the bathroom at 2:00a.m. Okay?? Glad I got to know you. You're 

pretty neat. The mid's woman. 
Sha Sha: Really, all mids aren't so bad. Flahertyburg 
Lisa (on top) F: The wangs lose as the winners wail to the max. The Bilt. 
Laura: First Williams, then Goucher. Are you going to follow-me forever? Good luck next year and treat yourself 

to some chicken and catsup. 
U: How much does it cost to move a piano? M . 
Wayne: I love you. Thank you. 
Tony, Grandma and Grandpa: We love you too. Our first Md. crabs. 
Peg: Looks like you made it. Congrats. Love, Beth. 
D. Who will navigate and who will steer? Thanks for a great year. L. 
To the Exercise Group: We're gonna live forever with Night Fever. We're in shape now. Sarah. 
Kathie: Spare me. Rambunctiously, Mike. 
To DCD: Congratulations, Sunshine 
Brownlee: Thanks. Karen. 
Dear P.M .L. It's still just you-n-me. We graduated with B.A.'s in each other. A.M.L.F. D.Y.D. 
Lynne C. : Thanks for all the hard working days at the P.O. Love, P.O. Staff 
Bobby L.: We love you. 
Tootsarooki: from White Plains? Our friend .. . fate has dained that we must part, We' ll always keep you close 

to our hearts, We wish you laughter, smiles, (ahut-hairflip), Thanks for being a friend. Best of luck, we' ll miss 



you, til we meet again. All our love, P & M 
\nnie: I won't be bellowing down the hall much anymore. Will you miss me? JS 
:irst Floor Dulaneyites and the rest of the FAMILY: Many thanks and good luck to you all. I'm going to miss ya. 

Love, Lynette 
v\arcia, Paula, Diana, Chrissy, Kathy: We finally made it. Here's to good times. The years were very special. Boog 
'-Jewman, miss me. PLO 
v\eryl: Thanks for sitting in the back seat. 
)ue: I'll forget a few other nights, it's convenient. 
3anana: Wish we could have waited and Billed you at the end of the semester. Love, Land P 
r ess: Good luck in the next four years. Carolyn 
-!ere's to the U.S.'s next Henry Kissinger or Barbara Walters. Miss you, Lizard 
)aula and Lynny: Thanks for everything. With you two there definitely was never a dull moment. Keep smilin, 

drinkin, and smokin. Amos and/ or J.T. 
<\ndy: See ya in the movies. Amos 
=:lauds: It was some year but we made it. Good luck to you and Craig and let's laugh about A & I now that it's 

done. "A pig on toe shoes." 
:lee you in August. SAL 
\t1ere: I know you'll always be a slob, only because you look like a model. Your Prince is coming, believe me. 

Shar 
)ue: Glad I got to know you. I'm still debating whether or-hot to believe the 0.5. part about your love life. MVP 
Zig: How was Hawaii?? Meet any cut zigettes? Aloha, Sarah and Prince 
Seniors of Bennett House ... I'll miss you. Happy future. L.A. 
B.B. (alias Betancourt-face): Who, us? Partners in gluttony? Lee's again? Never. L.A. 
frina Queen: Where's Saint Elmos? Still looking. Sarah 
Lynny: Just for you, I'll put the kids toothbrushes in the john and put their furniture in the bathroom. J.T. 
Mary F.: Is it true that a mid wanted to swim the Severn river for you? CS 
Nancy V., Beth, Nancy Q., Kathy: You will have to make sure the social program survives. The Masters 
Heather: It's been an experience being your neighbor. MVP 
Kooyie: Much much happiness avec Curt. JNS 
Cynthia: raise hell and pass all of your classes. MISS US. 
IR: Thanks for teaching me how to divide. Wo. CR 
Holly, what do you get when you cross a drummer and an MD? CR 
Cori C.: Is sunset at Goucher the same as sunrise at USNA? Carolyn S. 
Lisa: I' ll miss you, Puff. You're the best and I love you a lot. We made it. Anne 
Suzanne and Allison: Be good without your mother. I'll think of you often. Keep in touch. Love you, Mom 
Carolyn and Lisa: Prov. 16:3. Your leadership has been truly inspiring. It will be remembered well in the 

Fellowship. Lots of love to all three of you, Zari 
C.R.: Can I call yet? H.M. 
Chrissy: Whatever was meant to be will be. MVP 
Ali: I'll try not to fall. 
]2, Oracle, moonchild, sister, FRIEND. In music, CR 
To Wagner Wednesday Clan: What do you do when your man .. . Luv, Bette 
Wraith: I know you're not glad to be out but there are some advantages. Lizard 
Probst 2nd: What will happen now to our mutual exchange program? Love from the Hilton. 
Control .. . for the female of the species is more deadly than the male. 
Becky: See? Miracles happen, like our friendship. Love ya, Anne 
Hes: Four years of putting up with me . .. Thanks. I love you even if you're not always " normal" and thanks for 

not listening through the walls. SMF 
Alan: I feel like you should be graduating along with me. May our relationship grow more each day. I love you. 

Marcia 
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Hilary V.: It's been real and it's been fun and thanks to our power over people, I think we w on. Don't you? Laj. 
Sully: What can I say to an old college friend. Remember all the fun times; bionic senior year, joe and jack, 

Bermuda in March, road-trips to Princeton. Here's to true friendship. Sharona D.C. forever. 
Bradley: You were .always there when I needed a friend .. . and now I' ll always be here when you need one. 

Thank God for $10 bills. The Goucherette. 
ES, MjR, SG, and CS: Bring back Dr. Larew. BB 
NKF: It was fun while it lasted. FYM 
I owe it all to Goucher. FYM 
Cellini: Oh how I miss those Tuesday nights. Good luck next year and keep your socks on. Love, Cella 
jeff: It's been a pleasure enduring the kitchen tortures, the rag man and all other aspects of Goucher. You're a 

real hooterhead if you don't come back. Mutt 
Dresk and Puff: thanks for all the memories and friendship filled with tears and laughter. Banza 
I really don't drink that much. F.C.S. 
Hey Boog, meet me at the College center . .. and don't forget the shovels. The Phantom 
Sha Sha: Who would have guessed that perhaps we'd grow up. Have we? Maybe not, but at we've had our fur 

and now our memories. You' ll be my friend always. Don't forget Hooligans .. . February 28, 1990. Be there. 
Love, Sioux Tribe. 

Class of '82: I will miss you. FYM 
Dear GCF: Thanks for being my support. Miss you _ _?o much . . . Maranatha. Siew Lai 
Paula D.: Have you looked face to face with any SflOW lately? MVP 
Bacon Ground Floor: There's a full moon tonight. Annie and Donna 
Ali: Had any good flights lately? 
Dear Zari: What a fun year we had together. Good luck in your senior year. I' ll miss you. Love, Lili 
jill: " But here's the joy: my friend and I are one." Shakespeare Sonnet 42 
Lewis 2nd Sophs: We are getting better with age. One of you. 
Garufi: Kim isn't so bad, marriage will be great. Sue 
Nancy V.: Is he really as gentle as you say? 
Moi and T oi: What am I going to do without you guys? Yo us 

j.R.: Don't disturb, orgy in progress?? 
CR.: Twenty goes into eighty how many times?? Wagner 1st f loor 
Ruthie: By this time you should be up to one minute. 
Adler-face: Afternoon naps weren't the same knowing you wouldn't be waking me up. Believe it or not, I misse 

you and morning "quiet time." Love you, Quimby-Face. 
Hilary-V. : Congratulations and Good luck. Love always, Trish 
Patty: One more year til we pick out paper and rugs. 
Monica: No one could be as happy as me because no one has a friend like you. You've only made my life richer 

I love you with all my heart. Laura. 

Mom and Daddy: I couldn't have done it w ithout you. Love, AEI 
To our own jellybean Bonanza: Never Forget, but always look forward. With love from Grizzly and the snit. 
To the Foursome: It's been a great four years. Love, CB 
Marcia: Hope I wasn't too much of a slob. Alan is welcome anytime, just get your stories straight. Love, Sha 
To CR: My how we've grown. I see the loathly lady moon children as the strength of the universe. From: OraclE 

Your Shoulder, Your Ear, Your Friend, jj. 
C.R.H.M.: Garterbelt and Apple Fetish. Inquire within. Jenny and joe14-ever 

Well Mom, I finally said yes. Thank God. B. 
Shari: Remember .. . fold the sweaters. Marcia 
DMD: to endless toasts, dreams, and adventures. PYL 
Kizzie: I'm glad you're footing the bill to the Loch Raven ski resort. 
I.E.O.: I beg you ya . .. FYM 
Spooey: We missed you. Robinson third floor. 



1attressface: The masters are offering summer programs. Don't you think you should enroll? 
lerr DuPont: I finally made it. lch Liebe Du Su Gut. Eh? 
ynette: May your road to success be paved by miles of green jello. Dianne 
1ary: You may be no fun but you're a great friend. Thanks, Mary. 
mall group, esp. shit face: You're wonderful. B. 
1r. P. Doll: American Express loves you. 
aula and Lynny: Love to the Gruesome twosome. Trouble. 
et's call a cab. 
:ynthia: Did you meet any new Baltimore boys? 
:.C.: How are the " blue pants" now? C.S. 
ha Sh-t: It's been real. Here's to more memories to come. Luv, Sea Shit 
Gee, Mr. G sure looks nice today." "Yeah, isn't it amazing how he matched the diagonal stripes on his tie with 
the vertical stripes on his shirt." " Yep, And if you look closely, you' ll see that they form perpendicular lines 
with negative reciprocal slopes.' ' · 

aithless: I know you will succeed. 
:het: Love ya pal. 
eslie S.: We wish you much love, luck, happiness, and success. Love, Gwen and Erin. 
>ear Jillayne: Thank you for making my senior year a great one. I' ll miss you. Good luck in the years ahead. 

ILYVVM Lili. 
o the Bacon Dungeon Band: ... It's all up to you, but whatever you do; Take it easy on me. I Love Rock and 
Roll too. Sarah. 

~nny, Stacy, Stephanie: Wish you the best of luck. Think of us once in a while after you've flown the " G Nest." 
Your Hall-mates. 

·ammy Seirert: Hope your dreams come true, however romantic they are. 
dl the Johns I've known have been great. I don't doubt your judgment. S.S.G. 
:ooey: What can a bestest fwiend say? Mere words aren't enough ... but I' ll be seeing you in P' cola sooner 

than you can imagine. Fwiends forever. 
Jerchy: That's where I want to be, living in Sweet Virginia Breeze. I love my MINK. AEP 
·a Joe: I love you very very much. Munch. 
'eggy Shumate: A true friend in every meaning of the word. In just one short year we've made a bond stronger 

than any I've ever known; may it always remain that way. With all my heart and all my love I wish only the 
best for your future; may it bring all the love and happiness you search for. Love always and forever, Lauren. 

·a Bea: Thanks for putting up with me for so long. It's been fun. Love, 007 
>'1y Buddy Sharmeen: Perfect match. Wailing or what. Thanks for everything- hall tennis, LeVin, Farce lessons, 

Jan. trips and post midnight discussions. Love Brenda 
keep asking myself: what would life be without Mom, Dad, CeRue, Ethello, Geraldine, Jim, and P.C.P? The 

answer is miserable. 
·a my " Waling bosom-buddy": Gatta give it to you Hoot, you actually made life at Goucher bearable. Here's to 

all the memorable times we're gonna tell our grandchildren about. Yea. Y.R.S.G. 
/al: my bed is spinning . .. what can I say to my ex-roomie but I love you kid and I' ll see you on June 19th. 

California Girl 
;ue S.: May the itch get you soon and the depth of an uncovered sewer swallow you up for eternity. EMR 
~athie N.: Our favorite non-conservative. Thanks for being a great R.A. A and D 
:asy-up Pickett Fence . 
. aura and Judy: One year down, three to go. Hang in there; you're terrific. Love, Mary 
:w: What say we Bob on over to Sig Ep and pick up some men? 
\mos: I'll let you walk beside me if you promise to behave. And y 
vtE.M .: Here's to the bestest 3 yearold I've ever lived w ith, Love Nancy. 
)KPP- My heart will always be with you-whatever state I'm in, Love NCT. 
To all Goucher Band Members (past, present and future): Thanks for four terrific (sometimes hectic) years. I love you 
and will miss you all, Nancy T. 
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The Class of 1982 Dedicates This Donnybrook 
Fair to 

All of Goucher's Unsung Heroes 
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The 1982 Donnybrook Fair is a collection of the work, help, and support of many people. The Editorial Staff would like to expre 
our appreciation to Julie Collier Adams, our advisor, Don Carroll of Taylor Publishing, AI Thurston, jim Logue of Yearbook AssociatE 
George Foose, and our friends who extended a hand in times of need. We would like to give special thanks to the following peop 
for their creative genius, talented skills, quick wits, and involvement in creating this yearbook. Your work is herein immortalized. 

Ellen Reynolds (Jr. Editor), Robin Cohen (Jr. Editor}, Paula Dunn, Lisa Kolman, Meryl Wilk, Alison Goldman, ~eather McHug 
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